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From: Marsha Ward
To: Thomas Smith
Date: Tue, Nov 6, 2001 3:45 PM
Subject: Ltr 4385

Can you help me? I want to use the ADAMS program, but I have to wait for
permission from the IT group here and they are not going to respond until
next week.

I am looking for an NRC study about security measures.

In an NRC briefing in May 1999, Commissioner Jeffrey Merrifield asked
Richard Rosano, an NRC staff member, if 47 percent of nuclear plants had
Usignificant safety weaknesses,' as stated in a draft of the NRC report.

That is about all I know of It, but this statistic has been used by nuclear
power critics to disparage the safety and security of nuclear power plants,
and I was hoping to read the source of this statistic.
Hi, Tom. I have an email that I believe needs a review; I've made a copy of what I think he is looking for,
(BRS, on fiche) but it deals with OSRE and
security issues. I would feel more 6on.Went if Mr. Hsu would review the materials, I have them here at my
desk with his Incoming with Mr.[ jJncoming email request (body of it below) eX
The BRS acn number is 99081 80006 (package)

Thanks, and have a good time In Florida I

Marsha

I am a contractor at James A Fitzpatrick power plant, and if this is not a
public document or if it has been judged to be too revealing In light of the
recent terrorist threats and activity, please let me know and I apologize
for putting you in the position to have to refuse me in advance.

Thank you,

Informalion in th recod was cWOW~,
hi accodance wt h reo fhft'eii


